Development of an algorithm for event detection in eye movement trajectory when viewing pictures remains the goal of research by many specialists. The challenge is to develop an algorithm that depends weakly on the user settings and adjusts automatically to the data recorded by the eyetracker. We propose a new principle of eye movement data processing, which uses a two-stage space-time aggregation of gaze points in the coordinate space and velocity space. This approach results in the construction of microevents from which the target events are formed during the further aggregation procedures. All steps of the algorithm are explained in detail and illustrated by examples.
Introduction
In recent years, researchers actively develop algorithms for the event detection in eye movement data when viewing scenes. Some of actual problems are described by Komogortsev and Karpov [1] , Otero-Millan et al. [2] , Nyström and Holmqvist [3] . The purpose of these studies is to improve the reliability of event detection, increase the accuracy of estimation of their boundaries and identification of their typesfixations, saccades, smooth pursuits, microsaccades, glissades, etc. From the mathematical point of view, the problem can be formulated as a segmentation of eye movement time series on the time intervals (segments) in which there are meaningful events for the analysis. Improvement of existing algorithmic approaches to segmentation of eye movement trajectory aims to create such an algorithm that depends weakly on the user settings and adjusts automatically to the data recorded by an eyetracker. We propose the algorithm for detection of eye movement events. This algorithm is organized by «bottom-up» principle of hierarchical aggregation of samples. It is essential that the aggregation procedure uses the ordering of observations both in coordinate space and time at once. This approach allows us to reveal the internal structure of eye movement trajectory and describe events with different degrees of detail.
In Section 2 we discuss the problem statement. The developed algorithm is a two-stage procedure of data aggregation. Detailed description of the first one is given in Section 3. The first stage of the hierarchical data grouping is performed in XYT space of gaze point coordinates and time. It reveals in detail the structure of fixation movements, and estimates their maximum velocity. This characteristic is the setting parameter for the second stage of eyetracking data processing, which is described in Section 4. This procedure consists in the hierarchical data aggregation in V X V Y T space of velocity and time. It allows to disclose in detail the development of high-velocity eye movements. The general problem is to divide all recording time into intervals (segments), each of which contains a separate act of eye movement. In this case, the sequence S of observations is divided into fragments that are of interest to specialists. Among these segments are different eventsirregular drift and tremor, microsaccades, saccades, smooth pursuit of moving objects.
An important requirement to the segmentation algorithm is to avoid a priori defined velocity thresholds and other user defined characteristics for different types of eye movements. We believe that the segmentation algorithm must extract all supporting information from the available data.
The goal of this paper is to describe only the principle of solving the segmentation problem. We demonstrate this principle on an example: separation of all the events only into two classes: 1) movements with sizeable spatial dispersion and low velocity and 2) high-velocity movements.
3 Data aggregation in the XYT space.
Preliminary data analysis
Evaluation of eye movement velocity
The first data processing operation is to estimate vector of velocity along the eye movement
, in the directions X, Y and the absolute value of the velocity ) (n v ). Widespread approach to the evaluation of eye movement velocity is based on a sliding window. Engbert and Kliegel [4] used the following calculation formula:
; wwindow size (number of samples within the window); 2 , 5 1 2 w . We use a digital filter which is optimal by the criterion of minimum mean square error. This filter provides no systematic error of the velocity estimation assuming a linear trend in time series within the sliding window. The calculation of the horizontal velocity is performed according to the following formulas that can be used for an arbitrarily given window size:
We analyzed eye movements recorded by eyetracker SMI iView X Hi-Speed 1250 with a sampling rate 1250 Hz ( t = 0.8 ms). Choice of the value w=15 ( t w w =12 ms) is preferable from the viewpoint of the balance between the mean square and systematic errors of velocity estimation.
The first step of the space-time aggregation of samples
The process of aggregation is applied to the sequence S of records ) , ( y x I n , T n , 1 , obtained by the eyetracker. The purpose of the first operation is to group the contiguous in time samples that located closely in the space XY. We take into account the size of fovea (about 5') when determining the threshold of spatial proximity of samples. Groups of points, which cover such a small area, are only fragments of fixations and may be called microfixations and will be designated D (Dot). Every dot is characterized by its centeran average coordinate position of belonging to it points. The algorithm uses a parameter XY that determines the size of circular dots. None of the samples belonging to the group is not located at a distance from the center greater than XY . The process of aggregation is performed according to the following rule. Formation of the group begins with a single observation ) , ( y x I n . Its coordinates are taken as the center of the group. Then the following observation ) , ( 1 y x I n is verified for possible inclusion into the group. For this purpose, the center position is recalculated on the assumption that a new observation is included in the group. If the distance between observation ) , ( 1 y x I n and the center is less than XY , it is included in the group. It should be noted that the observations previously included in the group must also satisfy condition of the maximum permissible distance from the new center. The process of aggregation is continued by the same rule, and completed when the above condition is violated. In this case, the last of observations is not included in the group and becomes the first point of the next group. A similar procedure of the space-time aggregation is used by Krassanakis [5] .
Another constraint, which is used in the formation of the group D is the number m of observations contained in it. We will assume that the observations are combined into a group if XY m m . Observations, which were not included in group form isolated observations. Thus, groups D and sequences of isolated observations (they will be denoted I) are formed after the first aggregation operation. Each of the groups obtained by space-time aggregation of samples is characterized by its parameters. The most informative parameters are the average velocity v (deg/s) and duration (ms) (or the number of observations t m ). These parameters will be indicated in the indexes for each selected group. For example, the designation I .
In the examples given below, parameters XY = 5' and XY m = 6 were set to perform the first step of aggregation. Application of described aggregation approach to data fragment presented in Fig. 1 , led to the transformation of a sequence of 304 initial observations in the sequence of 30 groups, including 22 D-groups and 8 I-groups of isolated observations: 
(1) Figure 1 shows a fragment of eye movement trajectory. The fragment includes three events: fixationsaccadefixation. We call such a sequence triplet. Figure 2 represents the result of aggregation. Fields marked with shaded circles, are microfixations.
I solated observations are connected by straight lines.
Final aggregation steps
The second aggregation procedure joins D-groups of microfixations sequentially arranged in time series (underlined in (1)), and recalculates the characteristics of new groups. The number of groups is reduced to 17. The joined D-groups are denoted by D : (
Let us analyze velocity at all time points, which belong to microfixations D and D . Statistical distribution of the velocity v at all these points allows to estimate the 95-percentile 95 v . We consider 95 v as an estimate of the expected maximum velocity of fixation movements. This approach protects against the use of false velocity outliers. In this example, 
Therefore the fragment of eye movement (Fig. 1) Figure 3 shows three segments obtained on the trajectory of eye movement.
The first stage gives a preliminary segmentation result. Nevertheless, it gives a satisfactory representation of the internal structure of the analyzed trajectory.
Data aggregation in velocity-time space.
Internal structure of high-velocity events
The purpose of further data processing is the formation of fragments of the eye movement trajectory (segments) in which the velocity varies insignificantly. This aim is achieved by aggregating the eye movement data in the space V X V Y T by the same principle by which the aggregation was performed in the first processing stage in XYT space.
Parameter V is introduced in the algorithm. This parameter has the same meaning in the second stage of aggregation as a parameter XYin the first one. It determines the permissible velocity variability within the same group (fragment of trajectory). We believe that V = 95 v . Other parameters which limit the number of samples in groups, are analogous to parameters XY m and 0 m . We used the eye movement fragment given earlier (Fig. 1 ). The first step of aggregation in V X V Y T space produced 9 groups. We typify obtained groups using their average velocity. We use the notation L (Low velocity) for groups which average velocity satisfy the condition 95 v v . These are lowvelocity groups, which correspond to the fixation eye movements. Otherwise the groups are highvelocity. They are denoted H (High velocity). The lower and upper indices in the character representation of groups have the same meaning as in the notation of groups at the first stage: 
We combine successive low-velocity groups L (underlined in (5)) in joined fixation groups L . Successive high-velocity groups H we transform to dynamic events H . The characteristics of joined groups are recalculated. The result of transformation is represented by character sequence: 
